Concord Academy
Checklist for New Families
2020–21 Academic Year

Forms to be returned to CA on or before **May 13***

_____ Academic Course Requests
_____ Athletics Department Course Requests
_____ Mathematics Questionnaire
_____ Mathematics Placement Test
_____ Modern and Classical Languages Questionnaire
_____ Latin Placement Test (only for students requesting to continue study in Latin)
_____ History Placement Test (only for new sophomores and new juniors)
_____ Music Placement Questionnaire (only for students requesting Individual Music Instruction or a music ensemble requiring continued instrumental study)

Online placement tests to be completed on or before **May 13***

_____ Modern Language Placement Test (only for students requesting to continue study in French, German, Mandarin Chinese, or Spanish)
_____ Computer Science Placement Test

Use this sheet as your guide to keep track of the items to be returned to CA; there is no need to send this form back to us.

For the items listed, please either
(1) email them as attachments to sue_sauer@concordacademy.org OR
(2) mail them to

Ms. Susan A. Sauer, Registrar
Concord Academy
166 Main Street
Concord, MA 01742

* We are sorry, but no extensions can be given.